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1. Futures prices (GCZ15) - LAST WEEK and PRIOR WEEK

Open High Low Closing

1113.50 1167.90 1108.50 1159.60

PRIOR WEEK

1094.00 1126.30 1089.00 1112.70

2. PIVOTS (based on Globex high-low)

Weekly Monthly Yearly

R3 1264.13 1318.13 1760.10

R2 1204.73 1216.03 1497.90

R1 1182.17 1155.57 1341.00

PPT 1145.33 1113.93 1235.70

S1 1122.77 1053.47 1078.80

S2 1085.93 1011.83 973.50

S3 1026.53 909.73 711.30

3. WEEKLY SWING TRADING NUMBERS 

Weekly

2nd  Sell level 1198.50-1203.50

1st  Sell level 1185.50-1187.50

 Key # 1144.00-1147.50

1st  Buy level 1126.50-1122.50

2nd Buy level 1101.00-1103.50

The key # is a control point for up or down moves.  When price moves from one side of that line to the other and stays in
the new range it often indicates a change in trend and the beginning of a stop run. Look for the price to move toward new
support and resistance levels, often at/near our buy or sell range.  
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How to trade the weekly swing trade focus numbers: 

Enter at or close to the focus numbers. The stops are activated by a close above (below) the stop. In 
that case place an order to exit the position at or near your entry as soon as the overnight session 
opens. Maintain the order in the day session if it is not hit overnight, and use a supplemental stop set 
for your maximum allowable daily loss. If you enter the trade and the market moves in your favor, 
take profits at 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 point intervals. If the price does not approach the entry levels, stand 
aside.  

4. OUTLOOK FOR GOLD

Weekly chart 

Last week

The Chinese equity markets – especially the Shanghai Composite – plummeted last week 
and started a sharp decline in other markets around the world, including the US. The 
concerns about the slow growth in China and the Chinese government's devaluation of its 
currency helped GOLD rebound from five-year lows.    

This week

GOLD may retrace back down some days of this week, but a lot depends on how the US 
equity market moves. Gold could bounce further if US equities continues to fall and 
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investors continue to seek a safe haven. At the current stage, GOLD will be the place to 
park the money.  

While prices were low China accumulated GOLD; the reserves data published August 15 
show an increase to 1677 tons from 1658 tons in July. This should encourage the former 
buyers to hold their positions and inspire new buyers to jump in. 

GOLD broke the ultra-short-term resistance zone at 1127-28.50 and gave a buying signal 
last week. Even though the ultra-short-term has an overbought condition, the short-term 
(daily) still hasn't reached extremely overbought territory area yet, and the intermediate-
term (weekly) still has some room for the indicators to move up The long-term indicators are
neutral, and the general outlook is bullish. In other words, the price will hold up for a while. 

1144-45 will be a key zone this week. Gold price could hold above it to go sideways to build
support for a move higher later. A failure to hold up that zone could lead the price to drop 
near 1127-22.50 or lower toward 1108-03 for retesting. Any dip may well be bought if the 
US equity market fails to bounce this week.

Based on the weekly and daily charts, the 1072 area should be the low for this year. 
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